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ED treatment is personal, so shouldn’t your ED medication be personal, too? After all, everyone 

is unique, and there’s no way a one-size-fits-all ED medicine can deliver optimal results to suit 

all our individual needs and circumstances. 

 

 
 

Rugiet Health is the company that believes you deserve better. That’s why they introduced 

Rugiet Ready: a customized, compounded, sublingual ED medication that’s disrupting the 

pharmaceutical industry. More men join the Rugiet Ready revolution every day to remove the 

stigma around ED, speak freely about their health concerns, and find trusted solutions. 

 

Skeptical about online ED treatment? You aren’t alone. But when you take the time to learn 

about Rugiet Health and how they can empower you to call the shots when it comes to your 

personal health, you’ll see why so many men have decided it’s time to get Rugiet Ready. 

 

Here are three reasons you’ll be glad you tried customized online ED treatment from Rugiet 

Health. 

 

Personalized ED Medication Delivers Optimal Results 

 

Unlike some modern brands that continue to use the same decades-old formulas, Rugiet Ready 

is a compounded ED treatment that’s customized to give you the results you’ve been looking 

for. It’s not some template—Rugiet Ready is a personalized treatment designed for your 

individual circumstances. 

 

https://www.rugietmen.com/products
https://www.rugietmen.com/


It’s not unusual to feel a little strange about discussing ED online. But Rugiet Health has raised 

the bar with their advanced, secure telehealth system. Using this outstanding platform, Rugiet 

Health connects you with board-certified doctors who can prescribe ED meds online in a 

dignified manner. 

 

Rugiet Ready Works Faster and Lasts Longer 

 

We’ve all heard of the ED treatment options that became popular more than 20 years ago. But 

not everyone knows that these outdated medications can deliver inconsistent results and be 

slow to start working. Can anyone really afford to wait an hour or more when intimacy can 

present itself at a moment’s notice? 

 

That’s why Rugiet Ready is different. It’s a sublingual troche that delivers a compound of 

sildenafil and tadalafil—the active ingredients popularized by other brands—as well as 

apomorphine, which is a dopamine promoter that primes your brain for arousal.  

 

Your customized Rugiet Ready medication starts in 15 minutes or less and lasts up to 36 hours, 

allowing you to go multiple rounds with a faster rebound time. 

 

Rugiet Health Never Cuts Corners 

 

Rugiet Health isn’t some faceless conglomerate. It was founded by Board Certified Pharmacist, 

a Board Certified Physician, and a Silicon Valley veteranwho were simply shocked by how low 

the bar was when it came to dispensing ED medication. They knew that if you want something 

done right, you have to do it yourself. 

 

That’s why they built the advanced tech platform at the heart of Rugiet Health’s telehealth 

system and contracted a network of board-certified doctors to revolutionize ED treatment 

online. Thanks to Rugiet Health, you can take control of your ED treatment like never before.  

 

Experience personalized, optimized ED treatment from Rugiet Health at 

https://www.rugietmen.com/  

 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/3ureEIW  
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